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HERE
New seasons create anticipation. Getting back onto the water and
into a few fish, of course, and here in the Rotoroa Lakes next season
is looking promising – early August the entire Eastern Region has
received plenty of rain and, so far, little flooding. Tarawera, for instance,
is higher than it's been for a long time and even if that level falls back
by October, this and all other local lakes should have benefitted – most
of that rain fell at low teen degrees Centigrade. Hopefully, it will also
have lessened the side effects of the Diquat put into the lakes to kill
exotic weed, early June. I've not seen dead trout for some time.
Something else I look forward to each season are those unexpected
events that make fishing outings memorable, successful or not. Last
season one was finding this Puriri Moth floating on the lake one
morning, like a Spent Spinner. I suppose it had been blown out of the
bush and was unable to take off again with that massive wingspan
but that's not what made this event memorable. When I first started
fishing here nearly 40 years ago, Puriri Moths were common in Spring.
Now they seem a rarity and maybe, that's simply because I'd be pushed
to show you a local Puriri tree. I'd have no problem with exotic Radiata
Pines, however. They're everywhere, intentionally and unintentionally,
with the latter increasing every year. Yet oddly, our regional council, so
hot on exotic aquatic weed, seems unconcerned.
Would it make commercial sense to plant fast-growing natives like
Puriri rather than just more Radiata, in reducing our carbon footprint?
This colourful tree's environmental contribution is 100% positive and
the timber from its typically straight 20m by 1.5m trunk light, grounddurable without treatment and to quote J. T. Salmon, 'one of our most
valuable hardwoods'. Looks pretty amazing too . . .
Tight lines this season,
Peter.
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A BIG SURPRISE
By Les Hill

T

he Christmas gift from my brother, Ho,
last year was not one of those neatly
wrapped boxes, colourfully adorned
with a bow atop. Instead I was handed a
plain envelope with the words ‘To Les – Merry
Christmas’ written on the front. Intrigued
I tore it open, then unfolded the A4 sheet
it contained. I read the print quickly. It
promised three night’s accommodation for
two at the Bealey Hotel.
‘I’ve always wanted to fish that area,’ said
Ho. Clearly, he was going to be the other of
the two!
The waters of the region were not
unfamiliar to me although more than 30 years
had passed since I was last there – tramping
the riverbed of the upper Waimakariri River or
38

skirting the shores of lakes Sarah, Hawdon,
Marymere or Blackwater.
Lake Marymere, beautifully positioned in a
basin open to both the north and south and
flanked by imposing hills on its western shore,
was the place I recalled best so that is where
we headed first.
Several decades earlier the walk to the
lake from where we parked our car was no
more than a stroll. Our 70+ year old bodies
found it somewhat more than that, however
the impressive panorama that unfolded as we
eventually dropped into the basin made the
effort worthwhile.
The conditions were perhaps not the best
for fishing but certainly ideal for spotting. A
mere zephyr brushed the surface of the sunlit
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